Toyota 3vze engine

The Toyota VZ engine family is a series of V6 gasoline piston engines ranging from 2. The
blocks are all strongly made using cast iron with large interconnected main bearing cradles and
two bolt main bearing caps. Forged steel crankshafts , and cast iron main bearing support
girdles became standard with the 3VZ-FE. Piston and ring construction are typical parts, with
rods varying between large and very large for stock V6 production engines. The 1VZ-FE is a 2.
The 2VZ-FE is a 2. Bore and stroke is The 3VZ-E is a 3. Bore remains at It has a forged steel
crankshaft and cast connecting rods. The upper intake plenum is of the split-chamber design
with Toyota's ACIS variable-intake system feeding three sets of runners for both heads. To
make the engine fit in FWD engine bays, Toyota tilted the motor towards the firewall. The main
bearings are shared with the 3VZ-E, but little else. The engine was available in some parts of
Asia in the Toyota Windom until May Compression ratio is 9. The 3VZ-FE is fairly common in
most parts of the world, having a long lifespan in popular models. The 4VZ-FE is a 2. Bore is
Compression ratio of this engine was raised from 9. Engine was only sold with Japanese market
vehicles. The 5VZ-FE is a 3. Bore is up to It has a cast iron engine block, and aluminum DOHC
cylinder heads. The 5VZ-FE uses sequential multi-port fuel injection , has four valves per
cylinder with shim-over-bucket tappets and features large cast connecting rods, one-piece cast
camshafts, a cast crank unlike the 3VZ-FE, which was forged and a cast aluminum intake
manifold. This engine also features an oil cooler integrated in the radiator and a wasted spark
ignition system with three coils. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article does not
cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine. Categories : Toyota
engines introductions V6 engines Gasoline engines by model. Hidden categories: Articles
lacking sources from December All articles lacking sources Articles with short description
Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyota
Motor Corporation. Toyota G engine I6. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota VZ
engines. Toyota started the production of 3. This engine was installed in other off-road Toyota
models in the future. The engine is similar to its predecessor the 2VZ engine, but the more
significant displacement is not the one difference. The cast iron cylinder block looks the same,
but it is taller by 20 mm the height is mm. The angle between cylinders in V-shape configuration
of the block is 60 deg. Inside the block, there is new forged crankshaft with nine counterweights
and 82 mm stroke. The compression ratio of these engines is only 9. The redeveloped version
and more performance engine the 3VZ-FE was produced from to The engine doesn't have
hydraulic lifters. The shape of intake valves also was changed. There are numbers for adjusting
valve gaps: 0. Timing belt drives the intake cams. The exhaust cam is driven by intake camshaft
through gear in the middle of the cylinder head. The exhaust system also was tuned and
optimized. The engine was designed to be installed with 15 deg angle to use it in many
applications. First of all the engine has the problem with overheating. The reason can hide in
the bad head gasket. Also, the coolant fan doesn't do its job as good as should. Try to keep the
radiator clean and the required coolant level for this engine to prevent overheating in the future.
The 3VZ has the issue with increased connecting rod bearings wear and cylinder head cracks.
The engine life is about , miles , km. Increased oil consumption or knocking noises from
cylinder block area can recognize a soon death. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years.
Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per
cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine.
Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil
change interval, mile. The 3VZ is a 3. The cylinder heads Toyota used for the 3VZ are different
from left to right because of the distributor location. The earlier 3VZ heads - 90 have a smaller
pilot hole for the distributor that the later 3VZ heads. Also the timing belt tensioner Toyota used
for the 3VZ from is a spring loaded tensioner, while the belt tensioner for the - 3VZ utilizes a
hydraulic design. To facilitate the new hydraulic tensioner, a machined recess and a drilled and
tapped hole were added to the front of the right hand side cylinder head. The timing belt was
also changed to facilitate the ne hydraulic tensioner. Another difference between the - 3VZ
engines and the - 3VZ engines is the water pump. The early 3VZ water pump must a locator pin
at one end for the spring on the timing tensioner. Toyota manufactured these engines through
the model year on the T, and in for the Pickup and 4-Runner. Blocks are surfaced to obtain a
completely flat erosion free mating surface. Block surfaces are measured to crankshaft
centerline and cut to same height. All blocks are bored over to next piston size. This is done to
achieve correct piston skirt clearance. These are all removed during the rebuild process along
with all expansion plugs for proper cleaning of the block. This is considered a short block or
lower rotating assembly that includes a block, crankshaft, rods, pistons, piston pins, piston

rings, bearings, expansion plugs and oil galley plugs. Engines sold with exchange for your
rebuildable core. Cylinder head are Toyota castings that are stripped down bare, inspected, and
measured for thickness. Heads that pass inspection are surfaced for a true mating surface to
match up to the machined surface on the block. A surfaced head, surfaced block, OEM head
gasket, and new TTY head bolts torqued to factory specs will guarantee the longest life possible
out of your engine. Cutting corners will result in shorter engine life and premature head gasket
failure. Toyotas 3VZE 3. These timing components are all installed and confirmed to be at the
proper cam to crank timing location. Cleaning includes readout of injector flow before and after
cleaning and the percentage of improvement. This is not just an additive; this is the best way to
clean your injectors. All Rights Reserved. All prices are in USD. Compare Now. Please wait
Currency Displayed in. Wish Lists. View Cart 0. Toggle Top Menu. Search Search. Follow us on
Facebook. Main Navigation. Home Rebuilt Toyota Engines Toyota 3. Toyota 3. Choose Options.
Add to Wishlist. Toyota 4Runner,Pickup V6 3. New Products. Current Top Sellers. Popular
Products. We specialize in Toyotas and Toyota vehicles exclusively. Because our sales staff
specialize exclusively in Toyota parts we have built a national repution and loyal customer base
that regularly contacts us for parts from around the country, from Seattle, to Miami. Selected
For Comparision Compare Now. Advanced Search Search Tips. Toyota V6 Engine 3. This is a
factory built assembly line unit with. This 3vze, 3vz Toyota V6 Engine comes in long block form.
Yes, 3 years! Your core must be tunable for core credit. Core is the crank, block, heads, and any
part of. Pay the return shipping and will refund your core deposit on return of your old 3vze, 3vz
Engine. Once you have installed your new engine, just put your old engine back in the shipping
container, pay the shipping back and we send a truck to pick it up and your core deposit is
refunded back to you on return arrival of your good core. This is the same engine we supply
Toyota dealers and professional installers nationwide. You also might need. We promise to
never spam you, and just use your email address to identify you as a valid customer. The
Toyota 3. Engine runs beautiful. Engine went in fine, they marked the engine so it should be
placed in correctly. I am unable to rate the product as I ordered it on Oct 27 and received it Nov
6 and it went for install on Nov Ordering was easy as the office personnel were helpful and
knowledgeable and ordering was done in a matter of minutes. Engine is installed and operating
beautifully , date of first use Sept 24 , with a odometer of Please send info when I first opened
the package I could not find the knock sensor wire , I later found this after you had sent a
replacement , I will be returning this to you, you did not charge me for it so I dont need a refund
on it. Do you have any recommendation on when I should have the valves adjusted? This is my
first attempt at a full engine rebuild, so I wasn't exactly sure of everything. The rebuild went just
fine with the usual hiccups unrelated to the long block we had no issues there. We have put
over 1, miles on the truck with the new engine and have followed APR's lubrication guidance
that Rotella 15W is sludge! The only complaint was that it took almost 3 weeks for the engine to
ship after our order when they originally forecast shipping in business days. Sounds like the
back office could use a better forecasting model for their backlog. All communications other
than the shipping delay I understand they rebuild upon order were excellent. Click the button
below to add the Toyota V6 Engine 3. Please wait Search Advanced Search Search Tips. Search
By Vehicle Select Year. See 4 more pictures. Minimum Purchase:. Maximum Purchase:. Truck
Lift Gate:. Residential Delivery:. Buy in bulk and save. Sorry but this item is currently
unavailable. Please check back at a later stage. Product Description Toyota V6 Engine 3. Find
Similar Products by Tag Toyota engine. Enter your name: optional. Toyota 3. Choose Options.
Toyota Engine Remanufactured 22re or 22r Long Block Related Products. You Recently Viewed
Add To Cart. We accept. All Rights Reserved. Our Toyota 3VZE 3. This V6 single overhead cam
engine can be found in Toyota Pickups 4Runner's and T's between and It wasn't long until
Toyota discovered some inherent flaws that were responsible for this 3. Be cautious when
purchasing a rebuilt 3VZE long block. Our xp1 series engines are completely remanufactured
with upgrades designed to help combat the original flaws that can be found in the 3VZE engine.
Every 3. Blocks are then thermal cleaned followed by steel micro blasting until they achieve a
brilliant appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned, we begin our precision boring and honing
process. Using a carbon two-stage power hone we can maximize the sealed area and ensure to
precisely meet the recommended RMA readings. Computerized micrometers are used to resize
rods with strict accordance to factory recommendations. Crankshaft's are precision cut and
micro polished to achieve a 12 RMA reading or better. We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head
until perfect alignment and sealing of the head gas
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ket is achieved. Our Cylinder Heads are assembled using a new valve stem and seals that
feature the latest in high temperature technologies increasing heat resistance and longevity.
These polished Cylinder Heads are pressure tested using magnetic detection to eliminate the
chance of cracks or flaws unseen by the human eye. Before each head is mated their block
using the correct torque valve we vacuum test all seals for proper seating. Triple angled cutters
are used to machine the valve seats ensuring proper pressures and flow. All valves, valve
springs and valve guides must pass our stringent process of meeting and exceeding OEM
specifications. Heads are aligned for proper bore consistency. Every remanufactured long block
has been specifically engineered to help improve the inherent flaws and failure points that can
be found in many of today's engines. Toyota 3VZE 3. Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3 weeks.
Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Custom Toyota 3. Product Details. Condition New product.

